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Abstract 

Regular composite production moulds often lack material and energy efficiency. These 

moulds either milled out of solid blocks or laminated over a master model, take long to 

produce and come at a high cost. In addition, the durability of laminated moulds is limited. 

The goal of this research is the development and technical-economical validation of faster 

producible, cheaper, longer lasting and material and energy efficient moulds based on 

plastically deformed metal sheets. Two equally spaced metal sheets are used to create a 

cavity through which a heat transferring fluid can flow, ensuring fast and homogenous 

cooling or heating resulting in reduced residual stresses in the produced composite material. 

Since the sheets are reasonably thin, less material has to undergo temperature changes 

resulting in a faster and a more energy efficient process with material-efficient moulds. 

 

 

1 Introduction  

1.1 State of the art in mould technology 

Regular moulds used in composite production are either milled out of solid blocks or 

laminated over a (milled) master model. The production of such moulds takes long and comes 

at a high cost. When produced, milled moulds consume a lot of energy to extract all excess 

material resulting in a lot of waste of recourses. When used as a tool in the production of 

composites, the vast mass of a milled mould prevents an efficient use of varying temperatures 

during injection, curing, postcuring and demoulding. When working with temperature 

activated resins, these moulds either result in longer production cycles or, when cycle time is 

most important, uncomfortable, even unsafe, working conditions are generated when mould 

temperatures are kept elevated. The durability of standard composite moulds is limited due to 

damages by extreme local stresses encountered during demoulding or by sliding of fibre 

performs during mould closing. 
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1.2 Single point incremental forming (SPIF) 

Single point incremental forming forms a sheet metal part in a stepwise fashion by a CNC 

controlled rotating spherical tool without the need for a supporting (partial) die. This 

technique allows a relatively fast and cheap production of small series of sheet metal parts. 

The process starts from a flat sheet metal blank, clamped on and mounted to the table of a 

CNC machine. To form a part, the machine tool follows a pre-programmed contour, similar to 

a conventional milling operation.[1] The main advantage of this method is that no die is 

required, making this an ideal process for rapid prototyping or small batch production as the 

repeatability is considered high. [2][3] In figure 1a a 6-axis robot is forming a plate. Some 

plates after forming can be seen in figure 1b. 

 

  

Figure 1a. A 6-axis cnc-robot          Figure 1b. examples of formed plates 

1.3 Choice of support structure 

Where a mould, milled or formed over a master mould, can be thick enough to be structurally 

sound, this is not the case with thin metal sheets since there is a limit to the thickness that 

different forming processes can handle. Therefore an intelligent support structure is required. 

Trusses, foams and polymer concrete spring to mind when using solids, but applying a 

pressure on the back of the mould using air or a heat transferring fluid are interesting 

alternatives. In both cases the thermal stability and energy efficiency should be taken into 

account when selecting a method of reinforcement, as well as the thermal conductivity, heat 

capacity and convection, in case of a pressurized fluid backing the mould. 

 

2 Materials and testing methods  

2.1 Materials  

The setup used in this research project consists of two mould halves, each of them make use 

of two parallel metal sheets forming a cavity trough which a heat transferring fluid flows, 

resembling the bare basics of a flat RTM mould, as shown in figure 1. The material used for 

the sheets was AA3003. The choice for aluminium was dictated by the good thermal 

properties and great workability. AA3003 has proven to be well suited for single point 

incremental forming. [4] Although flat sheets are used in this experiment and the formability 

has no influence yet, this will become of importance when formed sheets will be used in later 

stages of the research project. 

The dimensions of the sheets are 300 by 300mm and have a thickness of 1,5mm. They were 

spaced at 5mm distance resulting in a thermal fluid container of 0.45l. The sheets were glued 
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onto T-shaped aluminium spacers using Huntsman Araldite 2011. In each of two opposing 

spacers 6 equally spaced connections were mounted for the heat transferring fluid.  

Water was used as the heat transferring fluid for two reasons. The first one is  safety , the 

second are the good thermal properties in the temperature range between 5°C and 95°C 

compared to thermal oil. Two 150l reservoirs were used to store and condition water for 

heating and cooling. Both reservoirs had a copper coil working as a heat exchanger. The coil 

in the cold water reservoir was connected to a non-adjustable closed loop cooling system, 

supplying water of 19°C. The hot water reservoir coil was connected to an adjustable oil 

heater.  

A 3000l/h pump, controlled by a frequency convertor, pushes the water through three-way 

valves into the mould halves. The three-way valves are used to select heating or cooling and 

control the direction of returning water. The water from a single tube goes through a T-splitter 

into the 2 mould halves. The frequency convertor together with a flow meter made it possible 

to manually control the flow rate. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic overview of test setup  

 

2.2 Testing methods 

All temperatures were measured using type J thermocouples connected to two Labjack U6 

modules and logged by DAQ Factory Express. 

4 thermocouples were placed in the return en suction tubes inside both reservoirs. These 

thermocouples made it possible to calculate the used and lost energy, control the temperature 

in the reservoirs and decide when to switch the return three-way valve to anticipate the delay 

in the system. 

 

Furthermore nine thermocouples were placed on the surface of the mould in accordance to 

figure 2. This figure shows a top view of the bottom mould. 
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Figure 3. Placement of thermocouples [spacers verduidelijken?] 

 

To prevent leakages, the 2 mould halves were clamped together. The thermocouples were 

electrically isolated, installed on the mould surface, subsequently covered by 30mm XPS 

isolation plates and a 2.5mm aluminium plate in order to protect them from local stresses 

from the screw clamps. 

 

The tests consisted of a heating and a cooling cycle and are characterised by the low and high 

temperature as well as the rate of flow as shown in table 1.  

 

Test n° Frequency 

convertor 

Flow rate Cold water 

temperature 

Hot water 

temperature 

1 22Hz 0.6 l/min 20°C 45°C 
2 

3 

4 

35Hz 

45Hz 

45Hz 

3.24 l/min 

5.24 l/min 

5.24 l/min 

20°C 

20°C 

20°C 

47°C 

47°C 

50°C 

Table 1. Test characteristics 

 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Time span per cycle 

The main goal of this research is to be able to diminish cycle times. As an example figure 3 

shows the behaviour of the temperature of node 3, closest to the middle of the mould, and the 

temperature in the reservoirs in test cycle n°2.  
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Figure 4. Time span per cycle (test n°2) 

 

Figure 4 shows a delay between the start of the cycle and the actual temperature increase of 

the mould. The delay is caused by the presence of low temperature fluid in the system, 

consisting of 2.85 l in the tubes and 0.5l in the pump, corresponding to the volume pumped in 

one minute. The sudden changes in hot reservoir return temperature are caused by the switch 

of the valve, redirecting the return flow from the cold to the hot circuit (drop after 6 minutes) 

or vice versa (increase after 15 minutes). Water returning from the moulds above 33°C is send 

to the hot water reservoir, hence the regulation from the return valve is solely controlled by 

the temperature of the returning water. 

 

A significant difference in time span between cooling and heating is also noticed. This is 

mainly caused by the heat loss in the circuit, as only the mould was insulated with XPS foam. 

Insulating the whole circuit will significantly increase the heating rate. In addition, it can be 

seen from the hot water reservoir temperature that is was lower at the start of the experiment, 

also due to energy losses. 

 

Test 

n° 

Heating/ 

Cooling 

Flow rate 

(l/min) 

Temperature 

at start 

Temperature 

at end  

Time difference 

(min) 
1 

 

Heating 

Cooling 

0.6 

0.6 

20.9°C 

42.2°C 

42.0°C 

21.7°C 

33.9 

13.16 

2 Heating 
Cooling 

3.24 
3.24 

21.7°C 
44.8°C 

45.0°C 
22.5°C 

8.3 
5.7 

3 

 

Heating 

Cooling 

5.24 

5.24 

22.0°C 

48.8°C 

49.8°C 

21.8°C 

4.23 

4.91 
4 Heating 

Cooling 

5.24 

5.24 

22.1°C 

49.2°C 

50.1°C 

21.5°C 

4.36 

4.85 
Table 2. Time span per test (thermocouple node 3) 
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Figure 5. Heating and cooling rates as a function of the flow rate 

 
 

Table 2 presents the heating and cooling rate results of thermocouple node 3 for different 

cycles. The last column shows the time needed to reach 99% of the required temperature 

difference. Figure 5 shows the increase of the heating and cooling rate as a function of the 

flow rate. It can be seen that the heating rate increases faster, exceeding the cooling rate. This 

is again related to the heat losses in the system. 
 
 

3.2 Energy used and lost 

The energy balance is calculated for both reservoirs per unit of time. Test run 2 will be used 

as an example. 

 

      (1) 

 

Where E is the energy (J), m is the mass of flow per unit of time(kg/s), c is the specific heat 

capacity (4186 J/Kg/K) and ∆T is the difference in temperature (K). For the ease of 

calculations zero °C is used as a reference. 

The balance for the cold water reservoir equals 827 kJ , 

The balance for the hot water reservoir equals -3685 kJ. 

 

The electrical energy used in the system can be calculated by 

 

      (2) 

 

Where E is the energy (Joule), U is the voltage (220V), I is the current (4.5A), t is the duration 

of the test (1388s).  

This results in 1374.6 kJ electric energy consumption during the cycle. 
 

Test n° Balance cold 

reservoir 

Balance hot 

reservoir 

Balance electrical 

 

Total Energy 

balance 
1 1240.9 kJ -2692.5 kJ -2701.7 kJ -4153.2 kJ 

2 827.1 kJ -3685.0 kJ -1374.6 kJ -4232.5 kJ 

Table 3. Energy balance test 1 and 2 
 

Table 3 shows a comparison for tests 1 and 2. The difference between the two tests is not 

significant but further work is needed. 
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We can conclude that after one heating and one cooling cycle 4200 kJ has been “consumed”. 

The energy consumption can be further improved by 

- Better insulation of the entire circuit: as mentioned earlier, only the mould was 

insulated. 

- The use of a heat pump to extract the excess thermal energy in the cold circuit: prior to 

the valve switch, warm water is flushed to the cold reservoir; this energy can be 

recovered with a heat pump. 

 

3.3 Surface temperature differences 

In Figure 6, showing the results of test run 4, thermocouples 1 and 3, 5 and 6 and 8 and 9 

form distinctive pairs. There is a delay of about 40 seconds between the different 

thermocouple pairs to reach a specific temperature. Thermocouple 7 lies in between the 2 last 

pairs. When taking a snapshot,  temperatures can vary as much as 10.6°C between 

thermocouple 3, near the middle of the mould and thermocouple 9 in a corner, opposite of the 

inlet. Even though thermocouple 1 is 180mm closer to the inlet than thermocouple 3, its 

temperature is slightly lower, because of edge effects and heat losses. 

 

When the temperature profile perpendicular to the flow direction is examined (thermocouples 

3, 7 and 8), it is clear that heat losses at the spacers and edge effects are indeed significant and 

must be reduced to minimise temperature gradients in the mould. 

 

 
Figure 6. Thermal changes over surface (test run 4) 
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4 Conclusion 

 

This paper presented the first results of ongoing experimental work in designing, simulating 

and testing of sheet metal based moulds for composite production. The goals of this research 

are setting up design parameters for cheap, fast producible, energy- and time efficient 

temperature cycling moulds. 

 

- SPIF concept for fast heating and cooling of tools 

- Heating times of a few minutes already at low flow rates (5 l/min), further 

improvements possible with higher flow rates. 

- Heat losses in the circuit are significant due to low thermal inertia of the tool: heat 

losses must be reduced and system must be further optimised  

- Although temperature difference in the tool are small in the steady state, significant 

temperature gradients are observed during heating and cooling, related to the heat 

losses near the edge.  
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